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This paper pursues a study of the category F of functors between F -vector2
nspaces. It is proved that the objects I m L occur in short exact sequences
nK ª I m L ª K , where each K is a non-finite functor, which has then ny1 n
property that every proper sub-functor is finite. Moreover, every sub-functor of
nI m L either contains K or is finite. Q 1997 Academic Pressn
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to provide a new and conceptual proof that
nthe functors I m L in the category F of generic representations are
w xArtinian, a result which was first proved by Piriou in his thesis 8 .
Throughout the paper, F is the prime field with two elements and F is the
category of functors E ª E , where E denotes the category of F-vectorf
spaces and E the full sub-category of finite-dimensional spaces. F is anf
abelian category, with the usual notion of simple object, composition
series, socle series, and the like. In particular, an object is said to be finite
if it has a composition series of finite length and is Artinian if every
descending sequence of sub-functors stabilizes. The full sub-category of F
having objects which are the colimit of their finite sub-objects is denoted
by F and is termed the category of analytic functors. This category is ofv
interest to topologists due to the connection with the category of unstable
w xmodules over the Steenrod algebra, which was established in 4 and
w xstudied in 5, 6, 7 . These papers serve as standard references for the
w xmaterial in this paper, along with the book 12 .
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Let I denote the injective in the category F which is defined by the
 .  .natural isomorphism Hom F, I ( DF F , for every functor F g F, whereF
o p  .  U .UD : F ª F denotes the duality functor DF V [ F V , with the star
denoting the vector space dual. I decomposes as F [ I and the functor I is
n .uniserial with socle series given by soc rsoc I ( L , the nth exteriorn ny1
 .power functor. The sub-functor soc I is denoted by p I, since thisn n
corresponds to the polynomial filtration of I.
nThe functor I m L is the tensor product in F of I with the nth exterior
power functor; the interest in this functor arises from the study of I m I,
which is filtered by the functors I m p I. The sub-quotients of this filtra-n
ntion are the functors I m L . The results proved here are used in an
w xessential way in the author's paper 9 , in which it is proved that the
m2functor I is Artinian. This is the first non-trivial case to be established
of the Artinian conjecture, due to Lionel Schwartz in conjunction with
Nick Kuhn and Jean Lannes.
n ny1There is a unique non-trivial map f : I m L ª I m L , for n G 1.n
This map may be described as the composite
ny1Imc mmLnn 1 ny1 ny1I m L ª I m L m L ª I m L ,
n 1 ny1 1where c : L ª L m L denotes the coproduct map and m : I m L ª In
is given by the product map I m I ª I. It is not difficult to see that the
composite f f is zero; more is true:ny1 n
n .PROPOSITION 1.1. The complex I m L , f , for n G 0, is an exact chainn
complex.
w xThis result appears in a preprint derived from 8 . The exactness may be
shown in a number of ways; a proof based on the homology of the Koszul
sequences is given in the Appendix.
Notation 1.2. Write K for the kernel Ker f , so that K ( I and, forn n 0
nn G 1, there are short exact sequences of functors K ª I m L ª K .n ny1
The main result of this paper is:
THEOREM 1. 1. E¨ery proper sub-functor of K is finite, for n G 0.n
n2. If F is a sub-functor of I m L , n G 1, either F is finite or F con-
tains K .n
This has the straightforward corollary:
COROLLARY 1.3. The functor I m p I are Artinian.n
Remark 1.4. The theorem may be interpreted as stating that the
functors K are simple in the category F localized away from the finiten
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nfunctors and that the extension K ª I m L ª K does not split in then ny1
localized category.
ÄThe key to the arguments in the paper is the use of an endo-functor =
w x w xwhich the author introduced in 10 had has exploited in 9, 11 . These new
techniques have proved to be a powerful tool and help to give a natural
generalization of the idea of polynomial filtrations.
2. BACKGROUND ON THE CATEGORY F
The category F is equipped with an exact endo-functor, D : F ª F,
 . . called the difference functor. This may be defined by D F V [ F V [
.  .  .  .  .F rF V , where F V ¨ F V [ F is the canonical split inclusion. The
functor D is both a left adjoint and right adjoint; it is left adjoint to the
functor ym I and is right adjoint to the functor ym DI. A basic result is
the following behaviour with respect to the tensor product of functors:
D F m G ( D F m G [ F m DG [ D F m DG . .  .  .  .
There is an isomorphism DLn ( Lny1 for n G 1, where L0 is taken to be
the constant functor F and DF s 0; similarly D I ( I.
The exponential property of the symmetric powers and exterior powers
w x w xis required; this is treated in 2, 5 and rests on ideas in 3 using the
category of bi-functors. For the purposes of this paper, the following is
sufficient: if Sk denotes the kth symmetric power, then for F, G functors
in F, there are isomorphisms:
n
n j nyjHom F m G, L ( Hom F , L m Hom G, L .  .  .[F F F
js0
n
n j nyjHom F m G, S ( Hom F , S m Hom G, S . .  .  .[F F F
js0
This allows the proof of the following result:
nLEMMA 2.1. The functor I m L , for n G 0, has no finite quotient.
nProof. Suppose that G is finite and there is a surjection I m L ¸ G.
w xThe embedding theorem of Kuhn 5 implies that there exists a non-trivial
k nmap G ª S , for some k. Thus, there is a non-trivial composite I m L ¸
G ª Sk. The exponential property for the symmetric powers implies that
kn k j n kyj .  .  .Hom I m L , S ( [ Hom I, S m Hom L , S . However, IF F Fjs0
j .is uniserial and is not finite; hence Hom I, S s 0 for any j, providing aF
contradiction.
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This allows the proof of the following result:
n ny1LEMMA 2.2. There is a unique non-tri¨ ial map I m L ª I m L .
n ny1Proof. By adjunction, a non-trivial map I m L ª I m L corre-
n n ny1 [2 .  .  .sponds to a non-trivial map D I m L ( I m L [ I m L [
Lny1 ª Lny1; by the above lemma, this is unique, namely the projection
n ny1 .from D I m L onto the direct summand L .
Ä2.1. The Functor =
w xThe difference functor D admits a polynomial filtration p D , forn
w xn G 1, which the author defined and studied in 10 ; these functors are
w xright adjoints and are therefore left exact. In applications 9, 11 , it has
proved invaluable to study the quotients of this filtration, namely the
Ä w xfunctors = [ Dr p D , for n G 2. For the purposes of this paper, itn ny1
Äsuffices to study the functor = , which will henceforth be denoted simply2
Ä w xby =. For a full discussion of these functors, the reader is referred to 10 ;
Äan explicit description of = is given as follows.
 . w xThe dual DI of the functor I is the functor defined by DI V ( F V ,
the augmentation ideal of the group ring on the elementary abelian
2-group V. Thus, there is a natural product map DI m DI ª DI. The
difference functor D is right adjoint to ym DI; an application of Yoneda's
lemma shows that the product induces a natural map, for any F g F:
D F ª D2F .
 . This may be thought of as a direct summand of the map F V [ F ª F V
2 .  . 22[ F , given by  F 1 [ a , where the sum is taken over F as a set,a g F V
and an element is identified with a linear map F ª F 2.
ÄThe functor =F is defined to be the image of this map; it should be
Ä Ästressed immediately that the functor = is not exact. = is essentially the
w xquotient of the difference functor D by the linear part p D ; this observa-1
tion makes the proof of the following a basic exercise:
ÄLEMMA 2.3. 1. =I s 0.
Ä m n my1 ny1 .2. If m, n G 1, then = L m L ( L m L .
n ny1 ny1Ä .  .3. = I m L ( L [ I m L .
The simple objects of F are indexed by partitions which are 2-regular;
 .namely by finite sequences of positive integers l ) ??? ) l , for some1 s
w x ns; this is shown in 6 . This correspondence may be chosen so that L is
 .indexed by n and the simple object F indexed by the partition l occursl
as the top factor of the Weyl module functor which is a sub-functor of
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l l n1 s w xL m ??? m L ; see 1, 6 . The composition factors of the functors I m L
are all of the form F , for l ) l ) 0 or Lk ( F .l , l . 1 2 k , 0.1 2 ÄThe basic properties of the functor = which are required for this paper
are summarized below:
Äw xPROPOSITION 2.4 10 . 1. The functor = : F ª F preser¨ es injections and
surjections.
Ä k2. =L s 0.
Ä3. If l ) l ) 0, then =F ( F .1 2 l , l . l y1, l y1.1 2 1 2
ÄThis result is the key to all the arguments, since the fact that =
preserves injections and surjections implies that, if Q is a sub-quotient of a
Ä Äfunctor F, then =Q occurs as a sub-quotient of =F. In particular, if Fl , l .1 2
with l ) 0 occurs as a composition factor of F, then F occurs2 l y1, l y1.1 2Äas a composition factor of =F.
ÄTo perform the inductive proof, the operation of = on the functors Kn
is required:
Ä ÄPROPOSITION 2.5. For n G 1, =K ( K ; =K s 0.n ny1 0
Proof. K ( I, so the last statement is clear. Now consider the factor-0
nq1 n Ä .ization of f for n G 1 as: I m L ¸ K ¨ I m L . Applying =nq1 n
nq1 nÄ Ä Ä .  .yields the following composite = I m L ¸ =K ¨ = I m L . Byn
Proposition 2.4, the first map is surjective; Lemma 2.3 identifies the above
n n ny1 ny1Ä .  .as maps I m L [ L ¸ =K ¨ I m L [ L . The restriction ofn
nÄ=f to the summand I m L is non-trivial, hence identifies with f ,nq1 n
nusing the uniqueness of f and the fact that I m L has no non-finiten
nÄquotients. Equally, the map restriction of =f to L may be seen to be then
n ny1 ny1canonical inclusion L ¨ I m L , which lies in K ; I m L . Itny1
Äfollows that the image of =f is K , as required.n ny1
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The proof of the theorem is based on the following result, which is
proved in Section 4:
nPROPOSITION 3.1. 1. Suppose that F ; I m L is a sub-functor, with
n G 1, such that F is not finite. Then F has an infinite number of composition
factors of the form F , where l ) l ) 0.l , l . 1 21 2
n2. Suppose that n ) 1 and that I m L ª G is a non-tri¨ ial surjection.
Then G is not finite and has an infinite number of composition factors of the
form F , where l ) l ) 0.l , l . 1 21 2
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This permits the proof of the theorem:
Proof of Part 1. The proof is by induction, with hypothesis that every
proper sub-functor of K , with n F N, is finite. The initial case, N s 0,n
corresponds to the functor K , which is uniserial and therefore has the0
required property.
Suppose that F ¨ K is a sub-functor, which is not finite; the firstNq1
part of Proposition 3.1 implies that F has an infinite number of composi-
tion factors which are not exterior powers. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, it
Ä Äfollows that =F ; =K ( K is not finite. The inductive hypothesisNq1 N
Ätherefore implies that =F ( K .N
Write G for the cokernel of F ¨ K ; the induced sequence of mapsNq1
Ä Ä Ä Ä=F ª =K ¸ =G shows that =G s 0, since the composite is zero, theNq1
second map is a surjection, and the first map is an isomorphism.
Nq2The composite I m L ¸ K ¸ G is a surjection, with N q 1 G 2,Nq1
so one may appeal to the second statement of Proposition 3.1. If G were
non-trivial, then it would have an infinite number of composition factors
of the form F , with l ) l ) 0. In particular, one would havel , l . 1 21 2Ä=G / 0, by Proposition 2.4. Conclude that G s 0, so that F s K , as re-n
quired.
w xRemark 3.2. Piriou 8 proves a slightly more explicit result concerning
the structure of the functors K ; namely that, for all k G 1, n G 1, theren
 .exists an explicit N s N k, n such that the presence of a composition
factor of polynomial degree k in a sub-functor F of K implies that then
largest sub-functor of K of polynomial degree N is contained in F. It isn
not difficult to refine the above argument to recover this result.
The advantage of the approach to the result presented here is that the
w xtechniques fit naturally into the work of 9 and have certain generaliza-
w xtions; this is not the case for the proof in 8 , which is longer and relies
heavily on classical techniques in the representation theory of the general
linear groups.
Proof of Part 2. Suppose that n G 1 and t G 0; write K for then, t
n n .image of K under the quotient map I m L ª Irp I m L and Q forn t n, t
n .the quotient of the inclusion K ¨ Irp I m L ; thus Q is a quotientn, t t n, t
of K . The statement of the theorem is equivalent to the assertion thatny1
the extension
nK ª Irp I m L ª Q 1 . .n , t t n , t
is not split for any t G 0, n G 1. This may be seen by applying the first
statement of the theorem and using the fact that the kernel of the
n n n . .surjection I m L ª Irp I m L is p I m L , which is a finite functor .t t
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The proof is by induction upon n; the case n s 1 is treated by observing
that Q is a non-trivial quotient of I; if Q were a sub-functor of1, t 1, t
1 1 .Irp I m L , then the pull-back of Q to a sub-functor of I m L wouldt 1, t
violate the first statement of Proposition 3.1.
ÄThe induction is achieved as in Part 1; if t ) 1, then = applied to the
 .exact sequence 1 identifies with the exact sequence:
ny1K ª Irp I m L ª Q . 2 . .ny1, ty1 ty1 ny1, ty1
This may be shown by first establishing the middle term, using the
techniques used earlier, and then identifying the outer terms, which are
defined as the images of well-understood maps.
 .  .A splitting of 1 would imply a splitting of 2 , which does not exist, by
induction. This establishes the inductive step if t ) 1. The final case t s 1
may be treated in the same way, except that one has an extra factor of
ny1L which occurs in the sequence.
4. PROOF OF THE KEY PROPOSITION
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 3.1, which is the key
argument in the proof of the theorem. The proof rests on the following
simple technical lemmas.
For notational simplicity, the sub-quotient p Irp I of I is writtennq1 ny1
 . n  . nq1as E n ; it lies in a short exact sequence L ª E n ª L . It is an
 .  .elementary fact that, for n G 2, D E n s E n y 1 , whereas, for n s 1,
 . 1 o pD E 1 s F [ L . Recall that D denotes the duality functor D : F ª F ,
which was defined in the Introduction; D commutes with tensor products
n n  . nq1  . nand DL ( L . Thus, D E n occurs as an extension: L ª D E n ª L ,
for n G 1. These sequences represent the only non-trivial extensions
w xbetween exterior powers; one proof of the following is given in 2 :
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that m, n G 1 are integers; then
< <F, m y n s 11 m nExt L , L ( .F  0, otherwise.
The next lemma admits a ``dual statement,'' obtained by applying the
functor D.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that a, b G 1 are integers.
1. Lm embeds in La m Lb if and only if m s a q b.
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2. If m G 2, then
F, m s a q ba bHom D E n , L m L ( . .F  0, otherwise.
  . a b.3. Hom E a q b , L m L s 0.F
Proof. The first statement is well known and follows by the exponential
property; there is a unique non-trivial map Laqb ¨ La m Lb, which is
given by the coproduct.
For the second statement, for a q b s m, there is the unique non-trivial
 . m a bmap D E m ¸ L ¨ L m L . By the first statement, it remains to show
  . a b.that Hom D E a q b y 1 , L m L is zero; any such non-trivial mapF
would have to be injective.
One proves by induction on a q b that no such injections exist: for
m s 2, a q b s 3, one checks the case L2 m L1. This functor decomposes
as L3 [ F , so the result holds here. Now suppose the result true for2, 1.
 . aa q b - n and suppose that there exists an injection f : D E n y 1 ¨ L
nya w x  .  ay1 ny1.m L . Applying p D gives an injection: D E n y 2 ¨ L m L1
 a nyay1.[ L m L . The induction hypothesis shows that no such map exists.
For the final part, use the fact that Laqbq1 is not a composition factor
of La m Lb. A direct proof of this is given by observing that Daqbq1Laqbq1
aqbq1 a b .s F, whereas D L m L s 0.
 LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that a G 1, b G 1 are integers. Then Hom E a qF
.  . b.b , E a m L s 0.
Proof. The proof is by a double induction on increasing a, b. The
 aqbq1  . b.exponential property implies immediately that Hom L , E a m LF
s 0, so that any non-trivial map in this Hom-set must be injective. To start
the induction, one considers the two cases a s 1 and b s 1.
 .  . ba s 1, b G 2. Suppose that f : E b q 1 ¨ E 1 m L is an injection.
w x w x  .   .Apply the functor p D ; this gives an injection p D f : E b ¨ E 1 m1 1
by14  b  1 b.4   .  .L [ L [ L m L . Induction on b implies that Hom E b , E 1F
by1.   . b  1m L s 0 and it is immediate that a map in Hom E b , L [ L mF
b.. 1 b bL is not injective, since L m L does not contain a factor of L in its
socle.
 .  . 1a G 1, b s 1. Any map g : E a q 1 ¨ E a m L extends to an injec-
 .  . tion: E a q 1 ¨ E a m I. Using the adjunction isomorphism D is left
.adjoint to mI , there is a unique such non-trivial map. This map factorizes
2 2 .as f through E a m S , where S s p I is the second symmetric power;2
the map may be described explicitly in terms of maps derived from the
coproduct map I ª I m I. In particular, it fits into the commutative
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diagram
p I ª Irp I m I .aq2 ay1
x ­
f
2E a q 1 ª E a m S .  .
6
x
aq1 2 2L m S [ E a m L .  . .
­
aq2 aq1 1 a 2L ª L m L m L m L , .  .
where the top and bottom rows are induced by coproduct maps and the
vertical maps are natural projections or inclusions for example those
1 2 2 .induced by maps in the short exact sequence L ª S ª L . In particular,
 . 2  . 2the composite of f with the projection E a m S ª E a m L is non-
 . 1trivial, so that f cannot factor through E a m L .
Inductive step for a ) 1, b ) 1. This step is similar to the case a s 1;
 .  . bsuppose that f is a non-trivial map f : E a q b ¨ E a m L and apply
w xp D to get1
w x b by1p D f : E a q b y 1 ¨ E a y 1 m L [ E a m L . .  .  . .  .1
  .   . b4   .This is not possible, since Hom E a q b y 1 , E a y 1 m L [ E aF
by14.m L is zero, by induction.
  .LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that a G 1, b ) 1 are integers. Then Hom E aF
b  ..m L , E a q b s 0.
Proof. The proof is again by a double induction on increasing a, b. An
argument with the exponential property of L implies that any such
non-trivial maps are surjecti¨ e.
a s 1, b ) 2. This case may be treated exactly as the case a s 1 of the
w xlemma above, but using the functor D in place of p D .1
a G 1, b s 2. The short exact sequence L1 ª S2 ª L2 induces an exact
sequence:
0 ª Hom E a m L2 , E a q 2 ª Hom E a m S2 , E a q 2 .  .  .  . .  .F F
ª Hom E a m L1 , E a q 2 . .  . .F
The surjection L1 m L1 ª S2 induces an inclusion:
Hom E a m S2 , E a q 2 ª Hom E a m L1 m L1 , E a q 2 . .  .  .  . .  .F F
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  . 1 1  ..  By duality, Hom E a m L m L , E a q 2 ( Hom D E a qF F
1 m2 1 m2 m2.  .  . .  .2 , D E a m L . The inclusion L ¨ I and an adjunction map
argument show that the second Hom-space is of dimension at most one.
 . 2 The product map I m I ª I induces a non-trivial map E a m S ª E a
.q 2 , which is therefore the unique such non-trivial map. The restriction
 . 1  .of this map E a m L ª E a q 2 is non-trivial; hence the exact se-
quence of Hom-sets gives the required result.
 .The inductive step a ) 1, b ) 2 is treated exactly as in the preceding
lemma, using the functor D.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For the first statement, suppose that F ; I m
Ln is a sub-functor such that F has only a finite number of composition
factors which are not exterior powers. It follows from the fact that the
Ãfunctors are analytic that there is an integer t such that the image F of the
n n .composite F ¨ I m L ª Irp I m L has composition factors entirelyt
consisting of exterior powers.
nÃ  .Consider such a sub-functor F ; Irp I m L . The exponential prop-t
 .erty for exterior powers in its dual formulation shows that the only
n nqtq1 .exterior power in the socle of Irp I m L is L . Hence, by Lemmat
Ã nq tq1  .4.2, if F is not isomorphic to L , it contains a sub-object E n q t q 1
n .   .  . .or D E n q t . However, Hom D E n q t , Irp I m L (F t
tq1 n nqt  . .  .Hom D E n q t , L m L , since L is not in the socle of Irp IF tq1
n n  .  . .m L , so Hom D E n q t , Irp I m L s 0, again by Lemma 4.2. AF t
n  .  . .similar argument shows that Hom E n q t q 1 , Irp I m L s 0, thisF t
Ãtime using Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.2. This proves that F is isomorphic to
Lnq tq1; in particular, this implies that F is finite, as required.
nFor the second statement, if G is a quotient of I m L , then G is not
finite, by Lemma 2.1. If G had only finitely many non-exterior powers as
composition factors, then there is a quotient GX which is non-finite and
consists entirely of exterior powers again, since the functors involved are
.analytic .
Using arguments similar to the above, Lemma 4.2 shows that there must
 . n exist a sub-quotient of this map which is of the form E m m L ¸ E m
.q n . This is not possible, by Lemma 4.4.
n .APPENDIX: EXACTNESS OF THE COMPLEX I m L , fn
nq1 1 n nThere is a natural embedding L ¨ L m L ¨ I m L , given by the
fnnq1 n ny1coproduct map. The composite L ¨ I m L ª I m L is trivial. This
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gives rise to a short exact sequence of complexes:
0nq1 n 1ª L ª L ª ??? ª L ª0
x x x
fnn ny1ª I m L ª I m L ª ??? ª I ª0
x x x
n nq1 ny1 n 1ª I m L rL ª I m L rL ª ??? ªIrL ª0 .  .
n nq1 .Denote the bottom chain complex by C s I m L rL , for n G 0;n
 . then there is a filtration of the chain complex given by f C s P mkqn n k
n. nq1L rL . This allows the calculation of the homology of C# via a spectral
sequence, which collapses at the E1 term. Namely, for k G 2, the kth
graded complex associated to this filtration is precisely the Koszul complex
 .truncated on the left :
0 ª L1 m Lky1 rLk ª ??? ª Lky1 m L1 ª Lk ª 0, .
which is exact when k is odd and has homology Ln appearing in Ln m Ln
when k s 2n. This proves that:
Lny1 , for n G 2H C# ( .n  0, n s 1.
 .The calculation of the homology of the top row is not difficult !! , and
to prove that the middle row has trivial homology it suffices to show that
the boundary map in the associated homology long exact sequence is
non-trivial. Intuitively, this is equivalent to showing that the factor of Ln
n n n ny1appearing in L m L is sent to the factor of L in the socle of I m L .
This may be done explicitly; it suffices to show that there is an element
n n n n ny1 . .  .  .in I m L F which is sent to a generator of L F in soc I m L .
n n n . .Let x , . . . , x be a basis of F and consider the element F of I m L F1 n
n
x q x x q ??? q x ??? x q ??? qx x ??? x  i i1. i2. i1. i j. 1 2 n 5
is1 w x w x w x w xi : 2 ¨ n i : j ¨ n
m x n ??? n x , .1 n
w x  4where j denotes the set 1, . . . , j and the product on the left-hand side
of the tensor product is given by the product in I.
n . The reader may find it amusing to verify that f F s  x m xn is1 i 1
Ã. n ??? n x n ??? n x , where the indicates the omission of a term recallÃi n
2 .that y s y in I . This proves the required result.
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Remark A.1. The author has chosen to sketch the above proof, since
he feels it gives an insight as to how the non-exactitude of the Koszul
ncomplexes is ``repaired'' when one studies the complex I m L .
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